
‘high performance Invisible audio solutions 
for homes and businesses’



STATEMENT: Our Passion
Born from a passion for designing and developing innovative discreet high quality audio products, Amina 
InvisibleLoudspeakers meets the compromise between technology and design aspiration. We have a 
passionate and dedicated team of engineers and audiophiles (We don’t do anything else). Working 
together with our worldwide community of inspirational customers has allowed us to develop into the 
leading manufacturer of invisible speaker solutions to the World’s ever-growing luxury residential, retail, 
hospitality and leisure markets.

We work in close collaboration with architectural and design practices, AV specialists and our global 
distribution partners. Amina’s desire is to deliver a first class audio experience, to be enjoyed in beautifully 
designed properties around the world.

‘Vision is the art of seeing the invisible’‘Vision is the art of seeing the invisible’



Amina Technologies has been established for over 15 years. We are UK based, with our Headquarters in Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire. Constantly working in R&D. We encourage and welcome visitors to our demonstration facilities to
experience the natural and wide- ranging capabilities of our vibrational surface loudspeakers.

In-ceiling, in-wall, plastered-over or installed behind leather, wood, or other surface material, Amina speakers provide
flexibility to meet the most demanding of spaces, whether it be in a beautiful home, a designer retail store, luxury hotel,
exclusive restaurant, inspirational corparate space, stunning gallery or sumptuous spa…We have an invisible loudspeaker to 
meet every listening and aesthetic requirement.

INTRO: High performance invisible audio solutions for homes and businesses

‘Amina is the art of applying the invisible’‘Amina is the art of applying the invisible’



The idea that sound can only be made electrically by the
piston based cone speaker, known about for over a century,
is a misnomer. Sound can also be made by using the
millennia old principles of the vibrating or resonant surface
that we find in the natural musical instrument e.g. the violin.

By replacing the strings in the musical instrument with a
powerful, full range, electrically driven tuning fork (we call it
an exciter), and by replicating the shaped body of the

instrument with modern lightweight composite flat panels,
Amina creates a low profile, highly effective vibrational
surface loudspeaker. Once the device is installed and
plastered over, the plaster becomes an inherent part of the
vibrating soundboard, so no high frequency reproduction is
lost.

This can be controlled and driven by conventional audio
amplifiers and your choice of audio source, be it the TV,
surround receiver, radio, CD or the modern digital streaming
device.

HOW IT WORKS

Tuning fork: Amina exciter:



For Historical spaces For modern spaces

For relaxing spaces For commercial spaces



ULTIMATE HOMES
Whether you are creating an articulate ambience
in every room of the home, or a dedicated high
performance listening environment for music, or
implementing the latest multichannel surround sound
home cinema, Amina Invisible Loudspeakers have
the performance to fill your home with sound, without
interrupting the interior creativity of your space.



HOTELS
Creating a flawless and unforgettable guest 
experience is paramount to every hotel 
developer. Amina speakers are principal 
to any distributed audio system and help 
to provide ambient, even coverage, to all 
public areas and guest suites. 

SPA
Luxurious and pampering surroundings, an 
absolute feeling of calm and relaxation is 
further enhanced by low level background 
music. Soothing and therapeutic, Amina’s 
natural acoustic sound adds to the 
client experience  whilst maintaining the 
sophisticated and tranquil interior design.

RESTAURANTS & BARS 
Good food, atmosphere and conversation. 
Both ambient background music and full
sound system requirements may be required 
when catering for larger functions. Amina 
can easily handle both situations; ensuring 
diners can enjoy audibly conversing over an 
intimate meal, whilst also providing high
power music levels when required. Amina 
speakers generate a very diffuse music 
source meaning less (up to four times less!) 
speakers are required to fill a space with 
beautiful sound. 
The product can also be applied under 
wood veneers, acrylic, laminates, leather 
and many other surfaces allowing designers 
a free hand to conceive the future.
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